Glade

Golf may easily be learnt only if it is not
necessary to define it.

CHIEF PATRON
Golfers are supposedly the paragon of virtues, their seemingly
pleasing manners and social graces elevate them to respectability in
sports arena.
I’m sure, golfers from HP have dual blessings of genuine thoroughness
and real goodness.
I wish all the members of Naldehra Golf Club a splendid and happy
golfing during the ensuing years.
I would like to compliment Team Naldehra for executing the task
assigned to them in a majestic manner without troubling the State
coffers.
Well done and I’m indeed very proud of each one of you.
Virbhadra Singh
Chief Minister, Himachal Pradesh
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A WORD FROM CHAIRMAN
I have been all through a witness to the welcome change at Naldehra.
I feel proud that the course has achieved an exalted status of 18 Holes.
Our endeavour is to elevate it to the level which its Founder, Lord
Curzon, had envisioned way back in 1905 so that top golf players
aspire to play on this golf course and feel proud to be its members.
I’m confident that with the zeal and enthusiasm of Team Naldehra, we
shall achieve our goal at the earliest.
My compliments to Team Naldehra, specially Club Captain Brig.
(Retd.) B.S. Kanwar, for the good work done.
With best wishes to each Member of the Club and their Families.
V.C. PHARKA, I.A.S.
Chairman, NGC
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CAPTAIN'S CALL
I deliberately assumed the role of a didactic patriarch, pecking
order notwithstanding. I have been desperate to bring in 3D effect;
DICIPLINE, DECORUM and DECENCY so that this institution can
achieve an exalted status amongst the contemporaries. Furthermore,
the endeavor has been to chisel the Gift of God into a curvaceous
beauty, blending with existing contours.
The Team Naldehra has almost reached halfway, let us all pledge to
accomplish the desired goal soonest possible. I owe my gratitude to
one and all for accommodating me and my idiosyncrasies.
Brig. ( Retd.) B.S. KANWAR
Captain, NGC
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HISTORY:
NAL DEO the local deity has been the custodian of this verdant pasture for over a thousand years. As the legend goes, cows grazing in
the pasture used to collect at noon near the present site of temple and automatically start milching. One day a TURI (Singing Bard) was
passing by when he saw a wild fowl sitting on a tree, he -with his catapult- shot at it twice, without any success. Suddenly the pheasant
started talking to him and said, “You cannot kill me, instead you play your DHOL (Drum) because I want to dance”. The bard complied and
the wild fowl danced for a while, then changed its shape into a dancing snake. The bard after reaching home shared his experience with the
villagers. After consensus of the locals, it was decided to worship this deity in the name of NAL DEO. Over the period of time, the verdant
pasture came to be known as NALDEHRA. It became a favourite abode of Lord Curzon, erstwhile Viceroy of India. In 1905, he carved it into
an exotic playfield called “Golf Course”.

INTRODUCTION:
Our two year journey, starting from Sep. 2013, has had many eventful occasions which need to be shared. The team Naldehra surmounted
major and minor hurdles in order to achieve the present status. During the journey, most of the co-passengers held our hand, some gave
unstinted support, few guarded their grudges surreptitiously but could not hide an appreciative nod. The aim spelled out by the Chief
Patron was to upgrade the status of Naldehra Golf Club and the course. While breaking down the aim to immediate, intermediate and
terminal objectives, priorities were worked out to achieve all three in a phased manner. Concerted effort, diligently executed by the team
Naldehra has brought us close to the terminal objective. Those who have ignored the golfing paradise, for long are advised to visit it and
verify our claims. Concomitantly, we have tried to inculcate discipline, decency, decorum and sense of belonging so as to project a veritably
adorable status of the club. There have been certain unfinished chores which require a deliberate and holistic approach. The status of land,
dealing with local bodies, basic infrastructure around the course and attractive means to get regular members to Naldehra. We have not
given up as yet, perspicacity coupled with perseverance are the two weapons which rarely misfire.
We have both.!
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MOST GOLFERS KNOW THE PRICE OF PLAYING GOLF, FEW KNOWS ITS AESTHETIC VALUE.

PECKING ORDERS:
Sh. Virbhadra Singh				

Chief Patron

Sh. V.C. Pharka, I.A.S. 			

Chairman

Brig.(Retd.) B.S. Kanwar 			

Golf Captain

MEMBERS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Sh. Dinresh Malhotra I.A.S 			

Deputy Commissioner Shimla

Sh. Mohan Chauhan 			

Managing Director, HPTDC Director Tourism & Civil Aviation		

Sh. Rakesh Sharma				

Director Y.S.S.

Sh. Amandeep Garg, I.A.S. 			
Sh. Prithvi Raj, I.P.S. 				
Col.(Retd.) Munish Kapur			
Sh. Pritinder Singh				
Sh. Prithvi Vikram Sen				
Devinder Jalta 				

Member Secretary

SOME PEOPLE HAVE ALL THE LUCK AND THEY ARE THE ONES WHO NEVER DEPEND ON IT.
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ROUGE'S
GALLERY

VC Pharka
Astute bureaucrat equipped with subtle
sense of humor, wit snapper.

Dinesh Malhotra
Loaded with positivity, good starter,
waiting at the finish line to see the end
result.

Prithvi Raj
Enigmatic mystic wrapped in khakis,
single digit Handicapper, occupational
hazards deprived us of his expertise.

Mohan Chauhan
Soldier turned bureaucrat,
from battlefield to battling
files, God Bless.

Col. Munish Kapoor
Obedient and obliging kancha
fall out from Gurkha Regiment.

BSK
Naughty old man having exhausted all anti
aging remedies, resorts to old photographs.

D.S. Jalta
Expert in accounts, immensely fond of
quotations even for a cup of tea.
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Pritinder Singh
A Gentleman Golfer.

Prithvi Vikram Sen
Born with Silver Spoon,
struggling to figure out its use.

TEAM NALDEHRA:
They indeed gave their sweat, toil and,
at times, blood.
Joginder Sharma		
Manoj Thakur		
Bishan Singh			
Kesar Singh			
Prem Kumar			
Tilak Raj			
Rajnish			
Sarabhajeet Rana		
Puran Singh
Partap Singh Verma
Harisaran
Chet Ram
Hira Singh
Yog Raj
Ritu Raj
Himi Devi
Dhyan Singh
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BRIEF INTRO OF THE PRESTIGIOUS GOLF TOURNAMENTS
1. KOTI CUP GOLF TOURNAMENT: In yester years, property rights of Naldehra Glade and NALDEO (Diety) were with erstwhile Koti
Family. Britisher’s supremacy coupled with scenic splendor of the nature prompted the visionaries (Firangis) to honour the nature’s gift
by cobbling it into a Golf Course. Rest is History. After my superannuation in 1994, one day during confabulation with my elder brother
Rana Devesh Chand, I requested that to reclaim our dormant prestige, why don’t we organize an annual event of Golf. He promptly
agreed and sooner than later he handed me a beautiful silver trophy. The Koti Golf Cup Tournament was born in 1999. The initial
teething problem notwithstanding, it dozed its way to infancy and to adulthood without any break. Thanks to the concerted efforts of
the koti family. Amongst golfers, it undoubtedly is the most sought after annual event. (BSK)
2. Dr. Y.S. Parmar Memorial Invitational Golf Tournament: Iconic Legend of Himachal Pradesh Mr. Yashwant Singh Parmar was an avid
Golfer. As the Chief Minister he patronized the Naldehra Golf Course and gave it the sanctimonious identity. His daughter-in-law Pam
Parmar hosts an annual tournament known as Dr. YSP Memorial Golf Tournament. The tournament has distinct signatures and people
from all parts of North India participate in it.
3. CHALET-NALDEHRA GOLF TOURNAMENT: The Chalet Naldehra is nestled in and around abode of Naldeo. Resultantly Naldehra
Golf Course and we complement each other. Furthermore the incumbency factor on our part demands firm commitment, we therefore,
have started an annual event "Naldehra Chalet Golf Tournament" with effect from 2009. We are determined to continue it forever.
4. HPGA Golf Tournament: HPGA is a registered sports society formed in the year1999, has the Hon’ble Chief Minister Himachal Pradesh
as its Chief Patron. The society aims at promoting Golf in the State of Himachal Pradesh especially Shimla by advertising the game
and organising Golf Tournaments. The HPGA has till now brought out two informative Souvenirs which have certainly given impetus
to the game and helped in boosting the no. of Golfers especially in Shimla. The Society has been organising the HPGA Shimla Golf
Tournament as an annual feature and, in addition, some sponsored Tournaments including the much appreciated Vodaphone and
Carlsberg Golf Tournaments
5. Old Cottonian Golf Tournament: Old Cottonians are pupils of Bishop Cotton School. Now they indeed dominate best of the important
occupational channels. Shimla placed boys are more enterprising especially when it comes to Golf. Hence, a yearly event at Naldehra
Golf Course has become a sought after, golfing festivity. All the golfers look forward to it.
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IT’S NO GOOD PLANTING BOILED POTATOES.

EVENTFUL TWO THOUSAND FOURTEEN:
A lot of sand, loam, humus, grass and stones flew around the course. In a graduated manner, these elements were carved into various
assets like Tees, fairways, bridge and hazards. Simultaneously, the golfers were kept busy by orchestrating following activities:
Event							Winner/Runners-Up
a. CHAIRMAN’S CUP				

Arjun Lall /Prithvi Raj

b. VETRANS CUP					Iqbal Singh
c. NALDEHRA OPEN				

Arjun Lall /Ankush Dass

d. KOTI GOLF CUP					

Tika Ransher Singh

e. COTTONIANS GOLF TOURNAMENT
f. HPGA GOLF TOURNAMENT			

Dinesh Kapoor /Arjun Lall

g. ARMY-CIVIL BASH				

CIVIL Team

h. CAPTAIN’S CALL					

Col. MPS Gill /Arjun Lall

HOW WELL YOU LIKE HARD WORK DEPENDS ON WHETHER YOU ARE DOING IT OR PAYING FOR IT.
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TWO THOUSAND FIFTEEN:
Bouquets and brickbats kept coming, nonetheless, Team Naldehra kept the acceleration at optimum level. Whenever, the Chairman visited
the course, he did not utter a word, instead, handed over a bottle of Scotch Whiskey to the Captain, the latter never shared the contents,
for which Team Naldehra has a genuine grudge. The events that merit mention are:
a. Tournaments:
Event							Winner/Runners-Up
PATRON’S CUP					Arjun Lall
CHAIRMAN’S CUP					Ankush Dass
MIXED DOUBLE GOLF 				

Sunil Bhardwaj/ Col. Ajay Kanwar

TOURNAMENT					Marium Ali/ Shimona Singh
VETRANS CUP					Lt. Gen. B.S. Sachchar						
NALDEHRA OPEN				

Arjun Lall		

							Col. MPS Gill
NALDEHRA-CHALLET CUP			

Arjun Lall

COTTONIANS GOLF				Arjun Chanana
TOURNAMENT					Prithvi Raj
Dr. YSP Memorial					MANDI TEAM
KOTI GOLF CUP					Ankush Dass
CAPTAINS CALL					Rehmat Singh/Arjun Lal
b. Film Shooting: “Shimla Mirch” was shot at the course that fetched a Silver Trophy from Ramesh Sippy, director of the film.
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FOOLS ADMIRE BUT MEN OF SENSE APPROVE.

c. Visit of Chief Patron: Chief Patron visitied Naldehra Golf Club on 12th June, 2015 and was visibly impressed by the achievements and
conveyed his appreciation affectionately to the Team Naldehra.

PRESENT STATUS:
The Club can proudly claim the status of an 18 Holes Golf Course. The land restriction notwithstanding, peripheral areas in disuse were
reclaimed to stretch the distance from erstwhile 4367 to 5000 yards. The Club has now 27 Tees including nine for the fairer sex, 19 Greens
and a host of hurdles in the form of Roughs, Hazards, Grass Bunkers and Water Bodies. Playing 18 Holes costs one approximately 6.5Kms
at different altitudes. Landscaping work is still in progress, we have successfully converted about 200 ornamental saplings into baby trees.
May I allude to selective achievements including the assets acquired :
a.

Everlasting gratitudes to the following members who have helped us with manpower, machinery and material:
i.
Vij Brothers (Amit & Ashish)
ii.
Mr. R.P. Garg
iii.
Mr. D.C. Anand
iv.
Mr. P.K. Sood
v.
Mr. Manav Singh

b.

Courtesy the following Gentlemen, we have silver trophies:
i. Mr. Ramesh Sippy				
Film Director
ii. Mr. Yatish Sud				Member
iii. Ms. Pam Parmar				-doiv. Dr. Keshav Joshi				-dov. Dr. Davinder Chauhan			
-dovi. Lt. Col.(Retd.) R.S. Chatwal		
-dovii. Capt. Shashank Bhardwaj		
-doviii. Mr. Vipin Sharma			
-doix. Mr. Prithvi Singh				-do-

WEL DONE IS BETTER THAN WELL SAID.
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c.

Assets Presented by Members:
i.
Garden Umbrellas			
Mr. Shekhar Vidyarthi, I.A.S
ii.
T.T. Table				Dinesh Malhotra, I.A.S.
iii.
Microwave Oven			
Rajmata Koti State
iv.
Music System			Sachin Verma

d.

Assets through Investment:
i.
Golf Carts 				Two
ii.
Fountains				Two
iii.
Pool Table				One
iv.
Espresso Coffee Machine		
One
v.
Renovation of Toilets		
Two
vi.
Photo Gallery			One
vii.
Almirah for Trophies			One

FROM ARCHIVE:
a. Centenary Celebration: The Course was instituted by Lord Curzon in 1905, since then a lot of water has flown down in the neighboring
Sutlej River. In 2005 Mr. Ashok Thakur, I.A.S., then the Principal Secretary, and Brig.(Retd.) Kanwar proposed to the C.M. Raja Virbhadra
Singh, that centenary celebrations be organised to honour the continuous existence of the course. The celebration started on 9th
October, 2005. On October 9, the Governor of Himachal Pradesh, V.S. Kokje, himself a golf enthusiast, teed off the Amateur Open.
October 11, the Inter-Club Championship, saw entries from various Clubs from across the country such as Pathankot, Bathinda, New
Delhi, Nainital and from Leh. October 16, at the final event of the celebrations, The International Golf Day, there were some prominent
names playing the Curzon Challenge, like the Ambassador of Morocco, Lardi Moukhariq and Royce Cablinger, the MD of Lockheed
Martin. When the Tournament ended the party began, With a bang, I might add! The Chalets Naldehra played host for the final day’s
prize distribution ceremony with the CM of the state, Shri Virbhadra Singh, as the Chief Guest. As the party began, the top notch of
Shimla mingled to talk of only one thing-Golf. It was a good way to sign off. A lady journalist said, “It had been a good trip. When I left
Naldehra the next morning, I promised to come again. I will.”
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b. Golfers from Lahore Pakistan: A team comprising of Generals(retd.), Bureaucrats, a politician and Businessmen were invited by Mr.
K.C. Anand, in August 2005, most of them were consummate golfers. After a day’s practice session, a tournament between Naldehra
team and Lahore team was organised. A beautiful Silver Trophy presented by Mr. Yatish Sud was at stake. After the usual tough combat
- like in hockey and cricket, Naldehra claimed the victory. Team Lahore had a genuine grudge. Some of the Shimla golfers had been
included in Lahore team though with their consent. However, finale was presided over by Raja Virbhadra Singh at Peter Hoff where prize
distribution ceremony was solemnized. A State dinner by Govt. of H.P. kept the guests thirsty, reason - no drinks in state dinner. Then
Captain Brig. Kanwar managed to quench their thirst by arranging only for Armed Forces.
Conclusion: Changes on the Golf Course is now the talk of the town, albeit with varying degree of pluses and minuses. In the ultimate
analysis, team Naldehra feels that they have done their best. Plan of spending crores of rupees, to relay the course, has been saved; surely
the exchequer would be grateful to the vision of Team Naldehra.
GOLF IS LIKE MUSIC. IT MUST BE ORCHESTRATED BY INSTINCT AND SKILL, NOT BY ST. ANDREWS RULES.

OLDEST GOLFERS

"ADRIKA SOOD - A BUDDING GOLFER AT NALDEHRA "
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CHALET CUP
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CHALET CUP

17

COTTONIAN CUP

18

KOTI CUP
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KOTI CUP

20

PATRONS CUP
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PATRONS CUP
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PATRONS CUP

23

PARMAR CUP
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Work is worship,
worship is not work.

It's been a pleasure editing this magazine.
Pritinder Singh

The Naldehra Golf Club
P.O. Durgapur, Naldehra,
Shimla-171007, Himachal Pradesh (India)

